AGENDA ITEMS

Consideration and possible approval of a replat of Lake Holly Hill, Block 11, Lots 3 & 4, in Precinct #2.

Consideration and possible approval of Change Order No. 2 in the amount of $21,224.50 for Fuqua Construction on the 2015 GLO-CDBG grant.

Discuss, consider, and select an engineering firm to complete application and project implementation for CDBG-Hurricane Harvey Mitigation (MIT) funding through the General Land Office.

Discuss and consider adoption of a Hiring Resolution for Grant Works, Inc. to provide administrative services for the GLO – CDBG Hurricane Harvey Mitigation grant application.

Grimes County Road and Bridge Report:

Road & Bridge is continuing the maintenance of roads throughout the County.

Performed a second course seal on sections of CR 173, first 1.5 miles of CR 180 off FM 244, St. John’s “King Oaks”, and Lofty Pines.

Repaired base failures with performance grade cold mix on Ada Oaks.

Repaired Bridge on CR 107 and CR 118.

Boom mow on CR 103 and 212.

Crews have mowing on CR 108, 110, 111, 120, 122, 309, 311, 331, 341, 344, Carter, Joubert, Lonestar, Magan, Millstone, Pavlock and Tall Pine Subdivision.

Lease trucks have been hauling base to CR 201 and 201 Loop for 2015 Grant Program.

Drainage:

Ditch work was performed on Pinebrook, Loads 161 (LF 6,430).

Install driveway culverts on Pinebrook @12536 2(15x24), @12830 2(15x24), @12755 1(15x24), @12892 1(15x24), @7888 1(15x24), @13330 1(15x24), @13465 1(15x24), @12616 1(15x24), @12658 1(15x24), @12658 1(15x24), @12760 1(15x24), @13154 1(15x24), @13735 1(15x24), @13605 1(15x24), @13175 1(15x24).

Install cross culverts on CR 201 1(30x30), 1(24x30), 1(18x30) and 2(15x20).
Hauled 6 loads of backfill dirt to CR 201 and 2 loads of base for bridge work.

Side Ditching CR 132 (LF 5,420), 136 (LF 9,270), 153 (LF 2,970), 177 (LF 1,500), and CR 279 (LF 2,080).

Other: Received Rap allotment from TXDOT.

Subdivision: Lake Holly Hill Replat